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Flexible-grid elastic optical networks (EONs) have recently been widely deployed to support the growing
demand for bandwidth-intensive applications. For cost-efficient scaling of the network capacity, multi-band
systems are a promising solution. Optimized utilization of EONs is required to delay cost-extensive net-
work upgrades and to lower cost and power consumption. Next-generation bandwidth-variable transceivers
(BVTs) will offer increased adaptivity in symbol rate and modulation through techniques such as prob-
abilistic shaping (PS). In this work, we investigate the impact of increased configuration granularity on
optical networks. We account for practical implementation considerations of BVT configurations for
estimating the required signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, an optimization algorithm is presented that
selects the most efficient configuration for each considered data rate and bandwidth combination. We
utilize advanced quality of transmission estimation modeling to evaluate PS configurations in multi-band
systems with optimized launch power distributions. We present results of network planning studies for
C-band systems in a national and a continental optical backbone network topology considering different
granularity of the configurations. Our analysis confirms that finer modulation-based rate-adaptivity results
in substantial resource savings, decreasing the number of necessary lightpaths by at most 13% in C-band
EONs. Additional savings are observed in multi-band systems, showing further increased savings in the
number of required lightpaths of up to 20%. In contrast, increased symbol rate granularity only results in
minor savings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical networks form the essential infrastructure for telecom-
munications, serving bandwidth-intensive applications such as
high-resolution video streaming and 5G/6G. Addressing the
increasing demands in data traffic requires cost-efficient solu-
tions for upgrading network capacity. Flexible-grid Elastic Opti-
cal Networks (EONs) have gained widespread deployment in
recent years, driven by advancements in bandwidth-variable
transceivers (BVTs). A notable development in this context is
the increase in symbol rates per wavelength, leading to coherent
optical transceivers supporting rates of up to 140 GBd [1]. This
enhancement contributes to reductions in both cost per bit and
power consumption.

Optical long-haul backbone networks include demands be-
tween node-pairs whose distance can vary from less than one
hundred to several hundred or even thousand kilometers. For
efficient utilization of these networks, a variety of BVT configu-
rations, defined as combinations of symbol rate and modulation
format, are required. The increase in maximum data rate configu-
ration of BVTs by increasing the symbol rate primarily improves
efficiency for large traffic demands on short-distance links with
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Next-generation BVTs will en-
able fine granularity of configurations through advances in rate
adaptivity for modulation and symbol rate [2]. For modulation-
based rate-adaptivity, probabilistic shaping (PS) [3] established
itself as a powerful solution. Although advances in rate adaptiv-
ity promise to enable cost-efficient capacity scaling using existing
optical line system (OLS) resources, they come with additional
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complexity for planning and operating networks.
In fixed-grid networks, potential benefits of increased rate

adaptivity in modulation format using PS have been studied
[4, 5]. Potential for significant resource savings has been shown
with the use of advanced transmission modes using PS, lim-
ited to a channel spacing of 75 or 100 GHz [6]. Additionally,
benefits of PS have also been evaluated for online planning in
dynamic optical networks [7], and in multi-core fiber networks
[8]. A software-defined networking-based optical network plan-
ning framework for the adaption of a PS-capable BVT according
to optical SNR (OSNR) has been demonstrated in a field trial
[9]. Several approaches to network planning for flexible-grid
EONs have been proposed [10–13]. The benefits of high-symbol
rate next-generation BVTs using traditional modulation formats
have also been studied [14]. We presented network studies
comparing different rate-adaptivity schemes using a practical
approach to the estimation of the required SNR of PS transmis-
sion modes. The approach considers realistic implementation
penalties and design choices using an optimization algorithm
that selects BVT configurations for a targeted granularity in data
rate and bandwidth [15]. Significant increases in capacity were
achieved through increasing modulation-based rate-adaptivity,
while higher symbol rate-adaptivity resulted in minor capacity
gains.

Although the optimization of the utilization of existing OLS
resources is the most cost-efficient way to increase capacity, the
achievable gains are limited. In the long-term, upgrades of the
OLS are necessary, either adding fiber-pairs or extending their
range of operation beyond the C-band, the so called multi-band
scenario [16]. Among the two options, the extension to multi-
band systems is preferred for moderate capacity upgrades in
the short- to medium-term, preventing costly deployment of
additional fiber-pairs. Extensive research on multi-band trans-
mission resulted in commercially available C+L-band systems.
For the S-band on the other hand, the maturity of the technol-
ogy is lower, which introduces challenges for short-term band
activation. While erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are
used for the amplification of the C- and L-band, thulium-doped
fiber amplifiers (TDFAs) are researched for S-band amplifica-
tion [17]. Multi-band optical networks have been investigated
from a network planning perspective, developing an integer-
linear programming (ILP) formulation and heuristic algorithms
considering ISRS [18, 19]. Multi-band deployment strategies
have also been investigated [20]. Significant gains in network
throughput have been shown in network planning studies for
multi-band systems [12, 21]. Meaningful multi-band network
planning studies require consideration of frequency-dependent
physical parameters and inter-channel stimulated Raman scatter-
ing (ISRS) for accurate quality of transmission (QoT) estimation.
Therefore, utilizing a closed-form ISRS Gaussian-Noise (GN)
model is required [22]. Furthermore, the optimized frequency-
dependent launch power values lead to significant gains in ca-
pacity compared to flat launch power spectra, as this enables
pre-compensation of the ISRS effect and leads to a more flat SNR
profile [23]. Non-uniform launch power is therefore preferred
in multi-band transmission, but it comes at the cost of increased
complexity for the QoT estimation. A semi-analytical approach
involving solving the Raman differential equations and fitting
frequency-dependent parameters was proposed to accurately
capture the frequency dependent power profiles [24]. In our
previous work, we have investigated the joined impact of emerg-
ing technologies such as PS, multi-band and multi-wavelength
sources showing significant capacity gains and reductions in the

required number of lightpaths (LPs) [25].
In this work, we extend our previous investigation of the

impact of an increased configuration granularity on optical
networks [15]. The work has been extended to include rate-
adaptivity studies for multi-band scenarios. As 12.5 GHz spac-
ing has been identified as a good trade-off for symbol rate granu-
larity. This has been selected as an additional baseline scenario to
ensure a fair comparison. Particular consideration has been put
into QoT estimation. Frequency-dependent parameters assum-
ing the ITU-T G.652.D specification [26] have been considered.
The closed-form GN model considering ISRS and modulation
format dependency is utilized together with frequency depen-
dent parameters, fitted to numerically computed power profiles
[22].

We take a practical forward error correction (FEC) code [27]
into account as well as realistic implementation penalties and de-
sign choices. PS transmission modes with base constellations of
up to 64 QAM, as implemented in commercially available BVTs,
are considered. For further preparation of the network study,
an optimization algorithm that selects BVT configurations for
a targeted granularity in data rate and bandwidth is presented.
For each data rate and bandwidth combination, the algorithm
chooses the configuration leading to the lowest required SNR.

A physical-layer-aware network planning algorithm [25]
for flexible-grid EONs is used to conduct a network planning
study on the Nobel-Germany (Germany) and the Nobel-EU (EU)
topologies [28]. The results are compared for different symbol
rate-adaptivity schemes in C-band systems and for the symbol
rate-adaptivity of 12.5 GHz in multi-band systems, i.e., C+L-
band and C+L+S-band. We show that an increased modulation-
based rate-adaptivity leads to significant savings in required
number of LPs of up to 13% in C-band systems and up to 20%
in multi-band systems. Furthermore, underprovisioning is re-
duced by up to 10 percentage points for high requested traffic,
thereby leading to more efficient utilization of the available spec-
trum. An additional increase in symbol rate granularity from
37.5 GHz to 12.5 GHz offers moderate improvements of up to
4% less underprovisioning. On the other hand, a further in-
creased symbol rate granularity achieves little benefits while
significantly increasing the planning complexity.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:

• A practical approach to computing the required SNR of PS-
QAM configurations (Section 2.A), a pre-selection algorithm
(Section 2.B) for consideration in network planning studies
and a framework for accurate QoT estimation in multi-band
scenarios (Section 2.C) are presented„

• C-band, C+L-band and C+L+S-band network planning
studies comparing different symbol and modulation-based
rate-adaptivity scenarios are presented in Section 3.

2. PHYSICAL-LAYER CONSIDERATIONS

In physical-layer-aware network planning, feasible configura-
tions of an LP with a given data rate are determined by their min-
imum SNR necessary for error-free transmission (required SNR).
The required SNR is determined by the theoretical SNR limit,
influenced by the forward-error-correction overhead (FECOH)
as well as transceiver (TRx) implementation penalties which are
dependent on the modulation format and the symbol rate. In
Section 2.A we present the calculation of an upper bound of the
required SNR for all configurations across different symbol rates
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and probabilistically shaped modulation formats with variable
base constellation size. In Section 2.B, the results are used to
select only the relevant configurations for a targeted granularity
in data rate and symbol rate steps.

The expected SNR of a LP is computed from TRx impair-
ments, linear impairment, i.e., amplified spontaneous emissions
(ASE) and non-linear interference (NLI), as

SNR−1 = SNR−1
TRx + SNR−1

ASE + SNR−1
NLI . (1)

Particular care is required for computing impairments related to
NLI. Closed-form GN models are the state-of-the art for compu-
tation of the NLI in network planning studies. These analytical
models have been derived through approximations and assump-
tions. In Section 2.C we present the NLI computation engine
used for the network planning studies.

A. Required SNR of Probabilistically Shaped Modulation For-
mats

Probabilistically shaped quadrature amplitude modulation (PS-
QAM) allows tuning the number of information bits per QAM
symbol, i.e., the entropy of the transmitted signal denoted by
H. This enables fine adaptation of the transmitted net data
rate (DRnet) without requiring the implementation of multiple
FEC codes with variable overhead. PS-QAM requires a distribu-
tion matcher and dematcher, which increases the complexity of
the transceiver. Also, as the transmit data rates increase above
Tbit/s, efficient hardware implementation could be difficult to
realize [29, 30]. However, it should be mentioned that PS can
be found in high-end commercial DSP implementations [1]. It
was shown that in practice combining PS-QAM with a single
high-performance soft-decision FEC (SD-FEC) code offers better
performance and finer granularity compared to uniform QAM
combined with variable-rate FEC codes [3]. For successful net-
work planning, the achieved DRnet and the related signal quality
required at the receiver for each configuration when using PS-
QAM should be accurately evaluated. For each configuration,
DRnet is computed for dual-polarization signals as [3]:

DRnet = 2Rsym

[
H − log2(M)

(
1− 1

1 + FECOH

)]
, (2)

where M is the size of the base QAM constellation, H is the
entropy of the signal and Rsym is the symbol rate.

When observing Eq. 2, two essential conclusions have to
be made: 1) For a fixed non-ideal FEC code, the information
rate suffers a loss proportional to ≈ log2(M) for larger base
constellations [31]; and 2) The DRnet increases with the increase
of the constellation entropy H, with the upper bound being
uniform M-QAM, H = log2(M), leading to:

DRnet =
2Rsym log2(M)

1 + FECOH
. (3)

If error-free operation is preserved, point 2) shows effective in-
crease in the exchanged amount of information. Even though
higher order base modulation formats increase the maximum
DRnet, they have greater implementation penalties. This fact,
combined with point 1), drives the use of the smallest base con-
stellation that can provide the required entropy as the optimal
implementation choice in most practical cases. Clearly, for the
same symbol rate, configurations with higher entropy require
better received signal quality.

Normalized generalized mutual information (NGMI) [32]
and the asymmetric information [33] are information theoretical

Algorithm 1. Pre-selection Algorithm

Input: Configurations C, considered data rates D and sym-
bol rates S

Output: Pre-selected configurations Cconsidered
1: function PRE-SELECT(C,D,S)
2: Cconsidered ← ∅
3: for d ∈ D do
4: for s ∈ S do
5: copt ← c ∈ Cs,d with lowest SNRreq
6: add copt to Cconsidered

7: return Cconsidered
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Fig. 1. Entropy H (top) and required SNR (bottom) over sym-
bol rate Rsym for configurations with 50 Gbit/s data rate gran-
ularity and 12.5 GHz bandwidth slot granularity. The single
point in the lower left side of the plots represents the 100
Gbit/s QPSK configuration. Moving towards the upper left
of the plot, each line represents a 50 Gbit/s step. A triangle
marks the considered configurations for each data rate. The
shaded areas indicate the different base constellations.

metrics designed to precisely predict if decoding a received
signal will be error-free after applying a given SD-FEC code.
Theoretically, these quantities are excellent system performance
indicators regardless of the considered modulation format and
FECOH. However, practically, it is challenging to translate them
into network-level requirements. In that case, pre-FEC bit-error-
ratio (BER) and required SNR are more readily-available and
intuitive performance metrics. For traditional systems with
hard decoding FEC (HD-FEC), the pre-FEC BER proved to be
an accurate performance indicator. However, the use of PS-
QAM and SD-FEC leads to variable pre-FEC BER thresholds for
different modulation formats. This variation increases for higher
FECOH [32]. However, for FECOH ≤ 50%, the pre-FEC BER
still provides fairly consistent predictions for different PS-QAM
configurations [33].

We consider an established FEC code [27] with FECOH = 27%
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Fig. 2. Fitted power profile of C+L+S-band transmission for a) L-band channels, b) C-band channels and c) S-band channels, respec-
tively.
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Fig. 3. Frequency dependent parameters α, α̃ and Cr for a) C-band transmission, b) C+L-band transmission, c) C+L+S-band trans-
mission.

and pre-FEC BER threshold = 3.5%. This threshold proved to
be a worst case pre-FEC BER value that guarantees successful
decoding over the considered modulation formats. Assuming
for all cases this worst case value translates into adding small
modulation-specific SNR margins which are expected to vary
slightly across configurations. Once the PS-QAM configuration
is determined, the pre-FEC BER threshold is converted into the
required SNR assuming additive white Gaussian noise. This
enables the use of SNR for quality of transmission estimation,
which significantly simplifies the network planning. Implemen-
tation penalties for the base modulation format are included in
the required SNR calculation. These penalties are 1 dB for QPSK,
1.5 dB for 16 QAM and 2 dB for 64 QAM. A symbol rate de-
pendent implementation penalty is also included by assuming
0.5 dB penalty per 35 GBd and starting with no penalty for a
35 GBd LP, this penalty is computed as

PenaltyRsym
= 0.5 dB

Rsym − 35 GBd
35 GBd

. (4)

B. Pre-selection of Configurations
We consider next-generation BVTs to allow for fine-granularity
modulation-based rate-adaptivity (0.1 bit/symbol steps between
2 and 6 bit/symbol of entropy) and a tunable symbol rate be-
tween 35 and 140 GBd in steps of 2 GBd [2]. Thereby, a to-
tal of 2080 different configurations exist. The number of use-
ful distinct configurations depends on the targeted data rate
granularity of the network operator as well as the spectral slot
width in the network. The most common configurations utilize
a symbol rate of 35 GBd or multiples of it, as it corresponds
to 100/200/300 Gbit/s for QPSK/16 QAM/64 QAM. Flexible-
grid optical networks are usually operated with a spectral slot
width of 12.5 GHz, while we assume a slot width of 3.125 GHz
will be possible in next-generation EONs. Therefore, we investi-
gate three different symbol rate granularities, while considering
a data rate granularity of 50 Gbit/s in the network planning
studies.

A pulse roll-off of 5% determines the relationship between
symbol rate and channel bandwidth. The slot of a channel is
chosen as the lowest number of spectral slots the channel band-
width fits into. E.g., a 35 GBd channel has a bandwidth of

36.75 GHz and occupies three spectral slots of 12.5 GHz, i.e., a
slot of 37.5 GHz. For the definition of the symbol rate-adaptivity
scenarios, we consider different numbers of bandwidth slot op-
tions uniformly distributed between the minimum of 37.5 GHz
and 150 GHz and their corresponding symbol rates uniformly
distributed between 35 GBd and 140 GBd. The following symbol
rate-adaptivity scenarios are investigated:

• Scenario 1) 4 possible bandwidth slot options of 37.5, 75,
112.5 and 150 GHz,

• Scenario 2) 10 possible bandwidth slot options with
12.5 GHz resolution,

• Scenario 3) 37 possible bandwidth slot options with
3.125 GHz resolution.

Scenarios considering the three modulation formats QPSK,
16 QAM and 64 QAM, denoted as Uniform, and utilizing PS
QAM modulation, denoted as PS, are compared. The required
SNR (SNRreq) is computed as described in Section A. In order
to find the most useful configurations in the PS scenario, for
each symbol rate-adaptivity scenario, we start with all combina-
tions of the considered symbol rates and possible entropies. For
each of these configurations, we consider the effective data rate
(DReff), defined as DRnet rounded down to the next 50 GBit/s
step.

The set of considered configurations Cconsidered are chosen
by the pre-selection algorithm Alg. 1. For a given scenario, we
define D and S as the set of considered data rates and symbol
rates, respectively. Cs,d is the set of configurations with DReff =
d and Rsym = s. Note that not all combinations of d and s
are achievable with the considered modulations, e.g. for d >
300 Gbit/s and s = 35 GBd Cs,d will be empty. The considered
configurations are selected such that for each d, s combination,
the configuration that leads to the lowest SNRreq out of Cs,d is
added to Cconsidered.

For Scenario 1), 2) and 3), Alg. 1 selects a number of 44, 115
and 423 considered configurations, respectively. Fig. 1 shows
entropy and required SNR over symbol rate for all data rate
steps for Scenario 2). The required SNR of an LP can be finely
tuned with the available combinations of entropy and symbol
rate to closely match the LP’s SNR.
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C. Quality of Transmission (QoT) Estimation

The closed-form GN models for NLI computation have expe-
rienced a plethora of iterations in the past few years, aiming
at generalizing their validity and improving their estimation
accuracy. We utilize a model that takes into account ISRS as this
is a major non-linear effect in multi-band systems [24].

An important element of the GN model for our evaluation
is the modulation format correction factor [34]. It is important
to be considered for a fair evaluation of PS-QAM configura-
tions, as base constellations lead to lower NLI than their shaped
counterparts.

Finally, frequency-dependent physical parameters of the opti-
cal fiber are an important factor to consider for accurate ASE and
NLI computation in multi-band systems. The spatially resolved
power profile of the channels propagating over the fiber is heav-
ily affected by ISRS. While the power profile can be accurately
modeled by an analytical formula when assuming a flat launch
power spectrum [24], a semi-analytical approach consisting of
computing the power profile by numerically solving the Ra-
man differential equations and fitting the frequency-dependent
parameters is required for non-uniform launch power distribu-
tions. The parameters α, α̃ representing the attenuation, and the
Raman slope parameter Cr are fit in the formula given by [24]
(Eq.17).

Considering launch power offsets and tilts per band increases
the flatness of the achieved QoT over all frequencies and leads
to increased capacity [23]. We consider the launch power values
as presented in [23]. The power profiles have been computed
numerically considering a 50 GHz grid on an 80 km span of
ITU-T G.652.D fiber (Fig. 2). Utilizing least squares fitting, the
parameters as shown in Fig. 3 have been obtained. As the fitting
of α had minimal impact on the fit, we opted to fix the parameter
to the actually observed attenuation. The closed-form GN model
requires a reference frequency in the center of the spectrum. At
this frequency, the parameters α̃ and Cr have no effect. We fur-
ther observed minimal effect of these parameters within 500 GHz
(1 THz for C+L+S band) to either side of the reference frequency.
Therefore, fitting the parameters in this area is difficult while
having minimal effect on the power profile fit. We interpolate
the parameters linearly within this range of frequency. Due to
ISRS, the operation of partially loaded multi-band systems is
difficult as the addition of LPs will change the power profiles of
all channels. Therefore, we assume ASE-loading of the spectrum
for unused frequencies.

3. NETWORK PLANNING STUDY

In this section, the impact of modulation and symbol rate adap-
tivity is analyzed in a network planning study on two publicly
available network topologies of different characteristics (Tab. 1),
describing a national (Germany) and a continental (EU) back-
bone network [28].

Topology # Nodes # Links # Demands
Avg.
Node
Degree

Avg.
Path
Length

Germany [28] 17 26 136 3.05 420 km

EU [28] 28 41 378 2.92 1100 km

Table 1. Core network topologies considered.

A. Setup

For the planning scenarios, the links are assumed to be standard
single-mode fiber (SSMF) links [26], consisting of 80 km spans
with perfect compensation of the fiber attenuation at the end
of each span by an EDFA for C and L-band and a TDFA for
S-band. We assume 5 dB, 5.5 dB and 7 dB noise figures for the
amplifiers in C-,L-, and S-band, respectively [12]. The transmit
power spectral density is set according to [23]. As baseline
scenarios, we consider configurations with QPSK, 16 QAM and
64 QAM as modulation formats and symbol rate granularity as
from Scenario 1) and 2) called Uniform 37.5 GHz and Uniform
12.5 GHz. These baselines are compared to scenarios using PS
QAM modulation as detailed in Section 2.B with symbol rate
granularities according to Scenario 1), 2) and 3), named PS 37.5
GHz, PS 12.5 GHz and PS 3.125 GHz, respectively. We assume
5 THz of usable bandwidth in each band with 500 GHz of guard
band in between. Therefore, we consider flexible grid networks,
with 400 frequency slots per band of 12.5 GHz each. For Scenario
3) 1600 frequency slots of 3.125 GHz are considered per band.

Aggregated traffic requests for source-destination node pairs
are considered as demands. The demands are weighted accord-
ing to a traffic model based on the number of data centers and
internet exchange points in each ROADM location [12]. To vary
the network traffic demands, the individual demands are scaled
by the same factor in order to reach different levels of aggregate
requested network traffic (ART). The routing, configuration, and
spectrum assignment (RCSA) algorithm [12] considers k = 3
shortest-path routing. The spectrum is assigned according to the
first-fit algorithm. The configurations of each LP are chosen in
order to minimize the number of required LPs as primary and
the used bandwidth as secondary objective. Candidate configu-
rations are chosen based on the end-of-life (EoL) SNR, assuming
the worst-case of a full spectrum of gaussian modulated interfer-
ing channels in order to model the ASE loading. The EoL SNR is
computed for each configuration that is valid with respect to the
linear SNR and can be placed on the spectrum. Configurations
with a required SNR threshold lower than the computed SNR
are considered [25]. For the analysis of the results of the net-
work planning study, we compare provisioned traffic, number
of deployed LPs and underprovisioning ratio (UP) [12] for the
different scenarios.

B. C-band Results

We first start with the evaluation of different rate-adaptivity
scenarios in C-band networks. The network planning results
for the Germany topology are shown in Fig. 4. We observe that
the Uniform 37.5 GHz scenario shows slightly higher overprovi-
sioning up to 150 Tbit/s of ART than other scenarios (Fig. 4 a)).
Overprovisioning occurs because the demanded data rates are
on a continuous scale, therefore the next higher feasible data
rate will be chosen to fulfill the demand. Since the Uniform 37.5
GHz scenario only considers three modulation formats and four
symbol rate options some data rates cannot be achieved. There-
fore, slightly increased overprovisioning is observed. For high
ART, it can be seen that the provisioned traffic of the baseline
scenario drops below the ART first. The provisioned traffic of
all three rate adaptivity scenarios is comparable over all ART
values with PS 12.5 GHz and PS 3.125 GHz provisioning slightly
more traffic than PS 37.5 GHz for ART above 200 Tbit/s.

The Uniform scenario requires a larger number of LPs to fulfill
all demands. At 150 Tbit/s, Uniform 37.5 GHz requires up to 13%
more LPs than the PS scenarios (Fig. 4 b)). For the PS scenarios,
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Fig. 5. Number of LPs per base constellation on Germany for a) Uniform 37.5 GHz, b) Uniform 12.5 GHz, c) PS 37.5 GHz, d) PS
12.5 GHz and e) PS 3.125 GHz at 250 Tbit/s ART.

it can be seen that for ART below 200 Tbit/s PS 37.5 GHz requires
up to 5% more LPs than PS 12.5 GHz and PS 3.125 GHz while
at the highest considered ART values a slightly lower number
of LPs is deployed. Fig. 4 c) explains this as it can be seen that
the UP for PS 37.5 GHz is up to 4% higher than the UP that
is observed for PS 12.5 GHz and PS 3.125 GHz. The baseline
scenarios show significantly higher UP of up to 14 percentage
points above the PS scenarios for ART above 150 Tbit/s.

These results show a significant benefit when considering PS
over the baseline scenario as the number of required LPs and
UP is noticeably reduced while a higher ART can be provisioned
without underprovisioning. The benefit of using a higher sym-
bol rate granularity is relatively minor as at 250 Tbit/s ART the
difference in UP between Scenario PS 37.5 GHz and PS 3.125
GHz is 4 percentage points. The comparison of PS 12.5 GHz and
PS 3.125 GHz shows that PS 3.125 GHz requires up to 2% less LPs
to provision all demands for ART up to 200 Tbit/s. For higher
ART values, the heuristic planning algorithm leads to a slightly
better performance of the PS 12.5 GHz scenario, due to the spe-
cific order demands are fulfilled in. Reordering the demands
by requested data rate in descending order would lead to the
expected outcome of PS 3.125 GHz slightly outperforming PS
12.5 GHz at the expense of a higher number of underprovisioned
demands. We leave the optimization of demand ordering for
future research.

Fig. 4 d) shows the distribution of symbol rates over all LPs
for PS 12.5 GHz over different levels of ART. It can be seen that
for a low level of ART (25 Tbit/s) the minimum considered
symbol rate of 35 GBd is chosen while for higher ART, most LP
configurations are either at 35 GBd or close to the maximum

considered symbol rate of 140 GBd. As the high symbol rate
configurations are generally more spectrally efficient due to the
absence of guard-bands between multiple channels, these are
chosen until one last LP is sufficient to fulfill the remaining
requested traffic for a demand. This last LP will be chosen with
the minimal possible symbol rate in order to minimize spectral
usage. These results explain the lower differences between the
rate adaptivity scenarios with different symbol rate granularities
when compared to the benefits gained by modulation-based rate-
adaptivity, as the minimum and maximum considered symbol
rates will be chosen for the majority of the deployed LPs.

In Fig. 5 the distribution of the modulation format/base con-
stellation of placed LPs is shown at 250 Tbit/s ART on the Ger-
many topology for each scenario. We observe that for the Uni-
form 12.5 GHz scenario, significantly more 64 QAM channels
are placed than for Uniform 37.5 GHz. In contrast, more than
75 % of LPs use a 64 QAM base constellation in the PS scenarios,
implying an entropy larger than 4 bit/symbol. Therefore, the
configuration options between 4 and 6 bit/symbol are partic-
ularly impactful in the observed increased capacity of PS over
Uniform on the Germany topology. Minor differences are ob-
served between the symbol rate granularities of 37.5 GHz and
12.5 GHz, while 3.125 GHz does not improve the distribution
further. In general, the PS scenarios improve spectral efficiency
significantly compared to the Uniform scenario.

In comparison, as a continental network, the EU topology
has a larger number of nodes and demands than the Germany
network and more than double the average path length (Tab. 1).
The longer paths lead to a lower capacity in this network, con-
sidering the used traffic model. The network planning results
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Fig. 7. Number of LPs per base constellation on EU for a) Uniform 37.5 GHz, b) Uniform 12.5 GHz, c) PS 37.5 GHz, d) PS 12.5 GHz
and e) PS 3.125 GHz at 175 Tbit/s ART.

for the EU network as shown in Fig. 6 are consistent with our
observation on the Germany topology. A large difference be-
tween the Uniform and the PS scenarios is observed as we see
more overprovisioning for low ART, until the provisioned traffic
drops below ART as the requested traffic cannot be fulfilled at
ART values above 75 Tbit/s (Fig. 6 a)). The Uniform scenarios
require up to 8% more LPs than the PS scenarios (Fig. 6 b)) and
the UP is up to 10 percentage points higher (Fig. 6 c)). The differ-
ences between the different PS scenarios are again smaller. Fig. 6
d) shows that 35 GBd configurations are used almost exclusively
for low ART of 25 Tbit/s in PS 12.5 GHz. For higher ART values
the concentration of configurations at the lower and upper end
of the considered symbol rates is less pronounced than it is for
Germany. The significantly higher number of demands in the
EU network lead to a lower requested traffic per node pair on
average. Therefore the symbol rate options, that are not at the
extremes, are chosen comparably more often for the EU network
than for Germany.

The modulation distributions on the EU topology at
175 Tbit/s (Fig. 7) show that compared to Germany, 16 QAM
is used more often while a lower amount of 64 QAM LPs are
placed. We observe that only a few 64 QAM channels are placed
in the Uniform scenarios with less difference between the symbol
rate granularities 37.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz. This is a result of the
longer average path length and different path length distribution
lowering the impact of symbol rate granularity in the Uniform
scenarios. In contrast, up to around two thirds of the LPs use
a 64 QAM base constellation for the PS scenarios. Consistent
with the results on the Germany topology, a difference is ob-
served between 37.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz symbol rate granularity,

while 3.125 GHz does not offer additional benefits. Therefore,
we conclude that the symbol rate granularity of 12.5 GHz is
sufficient and represents a good trade-off between complexity
of the planning algorithm and optimized spectrum utilization.

C. Multi-Band Results

For the Multi-band evaluation, we fix the symbol rate granular-
ity to 12.5 GHz, as previously confirmed to be a good trade-off.
We compare PS and Uniform in C-band, C+L-band and C+L+S
band transmission scenarios at different ART levels on the EU
topology in Fig. 8. With the addition of bands, significantly
higher levels of ART can be provisioned in the network (Fig. 8
a)). The results confirm the advantage of PS over Uniform shown
in the previous section, also in multi-band scenarios as the PS
scenarios consistently exhibit lower UP than the Uniform scenar-
ios with a maximum of 8% difference observed for C+L-band.
In the PS scenarios 25 Tbit/s more ART can be provisioned with-
out exhibiting underprovisioning (Fig. 8 b)). With higher ART
values, the savings in the number of required LPs for PS over
Uniform increases until the ART cannot be fully provisioned to
up to 15% for C+L+S-band transmission at 350 Tbit/s. While the
addition of bands provides higher capacity gains than just the
change to optimized PS configurations, both of these emerging
technologies synergize well, as the benefits of PS increase with
additional bands. Therefore, utilizing PS configurations can sup-
port achieving a decreased cost and power consumption per bit
by saving significant amounts of LPs and therefore transponders
in the network.

Due to the higher level of ART that can also potentially be
provisioned without UP, PS can be utilized to postpone upgrad-
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ing the OLS for additional bands. Fig. 9 shows the average and
maximum link-band utilization in the C+L+S band scenarios.
The large difference between maximum and average utilization
is due to the shortest path routing. While different routing and
spectrum assignment approaches can be utilized for a more bal-
anced link-spectrum utilization, this comes at the expense of
higher average path length and therefore less spectrally efficient
configurations, a higher number of links used per LP and higher
latency. Therefore, as the benefit in operations is questionable,
we decided to utilize shortest path routing. comparing the band
utilization for Uniform and PS, we see that PS delays the usage of
the L-band (Fig. 9 b)) and the S-band (Fig. 9 c)). (Fig. 9 d)) shows
the distribution of the difference between the SNR of an LP and
the SNRreq of its configuration. The difference is significantly
lower for PS with a median of around 0.5 dB as compared to
Uniform with a median of 2 dB. PS enables more efficient usage
of the available QoT by choosing configurations with an SNRreq
closer to the actual SNR. The results for multi-band systems
on the Germany topology are not shown as they are consistent
with the results presented for EU, improving the savings in the
number of required LPs to up to 20% for C+L+S-band.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a physical-layer-aware optical network planning
framework to evaluate the benefits of rate-adaptive transceivers
in C-band and multi-band optical transport networks. We calcu-
lated the SNR requirements of bandwidth-variable transceiver
configurations based on probabilistically shaped modulation
formats by taking into account practical implementation aspects
for the FEC as well as realistic transceiver implementation penal-
ties. An optimization algorithm that selects the most efficient
BVT configurations for a targeted granularity in data rate and
bandwidth is presented. The QoT estimation for the planning
studies considers ISRS, modulation format dependency and an
optimized non-uniform launch power distribution to ensure a
fair and meaningful comparison of considered rate-adaptivity
schemes.

Results from a physical-layer-aware network planning study
on national and continental optical backbone network topolo-
gies considering C-band transmission show that increased
modulation-based rate-adaptivity leads to significant savings in
resources of up to 13% (8%) in the number of required LPs for
Germany (EU), making it a cost-efficient solution for capacity
scaling in optical networks. The savings in required LPs increase
in multi-band scenarios as shown on the EU topology from 8%
for C-band up to 15% for C+L+S-band. On the Germany topol-
ogy the savings increase to up to 20% for C+L+S-band. There-
fore, PS-QAM configurations are an effective tool to delay band
upgrades of the OLS and improve the cost and power consump-
tion scaling. The results for different symbol rate granularities
show that a 12.5 GHz granularity reduces underprovisioning in
C-band networks by up to 4% while a further increased gran-
ularity of 3.125 GHz offers negligible additional benefits. The
results highlight the benefits of PS-QAM in terms of capacity. In
addition to the capacity gains, the potential impact of increased
complexity on transceiver cost and power consumption needs
to be further investigated.
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